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An unstable branch of the energetic geodesic acoustic mode (EGAM) is found using fluid theory with
fast ions characterized by their narrow width in energy distribution and collective transit along field lines.
This mode, with a frequency much lower than the thermal GAM frequency ωGAM, is now confirmed as a
new type of unstable EGAM: a reactive instability similar to the two-stream instability. The mode can have
a very small fast ion density threshold when the fast ion transit frequency is smaller than ωGAM, consistent
with the onset of the mode right after the turn-on of the beam in DIII-D experiments. The transition of this
reactive EGAM to the velocity gradient driven EGAM is also discussed.
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Recent experiments [1–3] with neutral beam injection
show bursting n ¼ 0 axisymmetric modes at half of the
thermal geodesic acoustic mode (GAM) [4,5] frequency,
which are identified as the energetic-particle-induced
GAMs (EGAMs). The presence of EGAMs is found
responsible for fast ion losses [6] and may enhance
turbulence transport, leading to the destruction of internal
transport barriers [7] and the degradation of fusion confine-
ment. Many efforts have been made to model [8–12] and
simulate [13–16] EGAMs both linearly and nonlinearly
using a kinetic or hybrid-kinetic theory. One of the major
outcomes is the discovery of multiple branches of GAMs in
the presence of fast particles. The lower frequency branch is
excited by the inverse Landau damping provided by the fast
ions. In tokamaks, most of these works assume a fast ion
distribution with a large width in energy (e.g., the slowing-
down distribution function). However, the magnetic
spectrogram in DIII-D experiments [1] showed a turn-on
of the mode 1 ms right after the beam switched on, much
faster than the beam slowing-down time (approximately
tens of milliseconds), indicating that the beam ions are not
slowed down when the mode first appears. Also, due to the
limited width in energy distribution, the beam may not
provide sufficient inverse Landau damping to enable the
growth of the mode. One possible explanation is proposed
by Berk and Zhou [9], in which the early EGAMs are
negative energy modes, the presence of which will reduce
the total energy of the system. They are driven unstable by
fast ion Landau damping.
Because of its simplicity and intuitive nature, the fluid

theory, if its regime of validity is properly considered, may
shed light on the underlying physics which may otherwise
be confused with wave-particle interaction physics. By

using a fluid description of the fast ions, we have found a
new class of unstable EGAMs associated with beam ions.
These EGAMs are similar to the two-stream instabilities
rather than driven by the inverse Landau damping. They
have a high growth rate (∼30% mode frequency), which
increases steeply as fast ion density increases, consistent
with the early turn-on of the mode.
We consider a tokamak plasma with large aspect ratio,

circular cross section, and low β. The flux surfaces are
concentric and labeled by radial coordinate r, while θ and φ
give the poloidal and toroidal angle, respectively. In this
work, we adopt a local treatment, making ρs < qρs ≪
LEGAM, where LEGAM is the width of the mode, ρs the
Larmor radius, and qρs gives approximately the drift orbit
width. The change of equilibrium quantities in the radial
direction is ignored. We assume that the plasma consists of
thermal and fast ions, all with mass mi and unity charge e,
as well as electrons with negligible inertia and negative
charge −e. Thermal ions have density ni and temperature
Ti, while for fast ions, the density nf, the parallel pressure
p∥f, and the perpendicular pressure p⊥f are obtained by
integrals of the fast ion guiding center distribution. The
thermal ions are static with Vi ¼ 0. The fast ions have an
average transit speed Vf along the field lines.
The dynamics of the system is determined by the

linearized momentum equation of each species “s,” given
by

msns

�∂ ~Vs

∂t þ ~ns
ns

Vs · ∇Vs þ Vs ·∇ ~Vs þ ~Vs ·∇Vs

�

¼ nsqsð−∇ ~Φþ ~Vs × BÞ −∇ · ~̄P; ð1Þ
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in which qs is the charge, ~Φ the perturbed electrostatic

potential, ~̄P ¼ ~p⊥ Īþð ~p∥ − ~p⊥Þbb the perturbed pressure
tensor, with b ¼ B=B, and B the magnetic field. The
subscript s labels electrons (e), thermal ions (i), or fast
ions (f), and the circumflex labels the perturbed quantities.
The perturbed velocity consists of the perpendicular and
parallel components, written as

~Vs ¼ ~VE þ ½ ~VsþðrÞeiθ þ ~Vs−ðrÞe−iθ�b; ð2Þ
where ~VE is the E × B drift velocity. Considering the small
orbit width assumption, we only retain the m ¼ 0 compo-
nent of ~Φ for the E × B drift and m ¼ �1 components of
parallel velocity that are lowest order in qρs, while the
magnetic gradient or curvature drifts are higher order terms
and therefore ignored. Now ~VE is in the direction of
π ¼ er × b. Similarly, the perturbed density and pressure
are decomposed into m ¼ �1 harmonics; for instance,
~ni ¼ ~niþ1eiθ þ ~ni−1e−iθ.
The ion response to ~VE is described by the Chew-

Goldberger-Low (CGL) law [17], assuming that the ion
perpendicular and parallel pressure are doing work inde-
pendently. An agreement is reached between the CGL law
and the gyrokinetic theory on the thermal GAM frequency
[18,19]. It has also been shown that when the mode
frequency is much higher than the thermal frequency of
the bulk ions (in conventional GAM, q ≫ 1), the CGL law
can give a good description of the plasma response [20,21].
This CGL law is given by

dp∥s
dt

¼ −p∥s∇ · ~Vs − 2p∥sb · ðb · ~VsÞ; ð3Þ

dp⊥s

dt
¼ −2p⊥s∇ · ~Vs þ p⊥sb · ðb · ~VsÞ: ð4Þ

The response of the electrons is assumed to be iso-
thermal, which means

~pe ¼ ~neTe ¼ ð ~ni þ ~nfÞTe; ð5Þ

from the quasineutrality condition, while ~ni and ~nf are
obtained from the ion continuity equation given by

∂ ~ns
∂t ¼ −∇ · ðns ~Vs þ ~nsVsÞ: ð6Þ

We can simplify Eqs. (3), (4), and (6) using the identity

∇ · π ≈ −π ·∇ lnB ≈ ðb · ∇πÞ · b ¼ −κg ≈ − sin θ=R;

ð7Þ
which are all considered as geodesic curvature, giving the
relationship between the perturbed pressure and perturbed
velocity. We substitute these relationships into Eq. (1) to
eliminate the perturbed pressures.

Adding up Eq. (1) for electrons, thermal and fast ions,
ignoring electron inertia, imposing the quasineutrality
condition ∇ · ~J ¼ 0 ( ~J is the perturbed current), and taking
a flux surface average, we obtain the perpendicular
momentum equation. The parallel momentum equations
for thermal and fast ions are obtained from the parallel
component of Eq. (1), with the potential terms canceled
using the same equation for electrons. These equations
close the system and define the dispersion relationship
DðωÞ ¼ 0, where ω is the mode complex angular fre-
quency [γ ¼ ImðωÞ gives the growth rate]. In the q ≫ 1
limit, where the coupling to the thermal ion sound wave is
ignored, DðωÞ is given by

DðωÞ ¼ 1 − ð1 − αÞω
2
GAM

ω2
− αGðωÞ; ð8Þ

where ω2
GAM ¼ ð2Ti=miR2Þ½ð7=4Þ þ ðTe=TiÞ þOð1=q2Þ�

is the square of the thermal GAM frequency and α≡
hnfi=ntotal is the fast population fraction. The exact form of
GðωÞ depends on the fast ion distribution function, but
since the fluid theory has ignored Landau damping effects,
GðωÞ is real if ImðωÞ ¼ 0.
We first consider a bump-on-tail distribution function

given by

Fðv∥; v⊥Þ ¼ nfA exp

�
−
miðv∥ − VfÞ2 þmiv2⊥

2Tf

�
; ð9Þ

where A is a normalization factor and v∥ and v⊥ are parallel
and perpendicular velocity, respectively. For small α and
negligible energy width Tf, GðωÞ is given by

GðωÞ ≈
3
2
ω2
bq

2

ω2 − ω2
b

þ ω4
bq

2

ðω2 − ω2
bÞ2

; ð10Þ

where ωb ≡ Vf=qR is the average fast ion transit fre-
quency. The dispersion relationship now becomes a cubic
equation of ω2 with three solutions. Properties of the
solutions are determined by the relationship between
ωGAM and ωb, as well as q and the fast ion population.
In Fig. 1, we plot the solutions to ω with parameters

q ¼ 4 and ωb ¼ 0.58ωGAM, retaining finite energy width
Tf ¼ 0.25Ti, for fast particle concentration from 1% to
40%. Similar to Fu [8], multiple branches of GAMs are
present. The frequency of the upper (frequency) EGAM, as
seen in Fig. 1(a), increases with increasing fast particle
population. This branch reduces to the thermal GAM when
nf ¼ 0. We compare our fluid result to the numerical
solution of the kinetic dispersion relationship [16,22],
showing very good agreement. In this case, the Landau
damping from the thermal particles is negligibly small.
Also, two complex conjugated branches are present in
Figs. 1(b) and 1(d) at lower frequency, both having
decreasing frequency with a higher fast ion fraction. We
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note that the existence of these branches is due to the
Doppler shift of the wave in the static frame of the fast ions,
since this is the only effect of the fast ion when Tf is small.
One of these modes is found unstable in kinetic theory, and
was previously attributed to the inverse Landau damping.
However, the same growth rate is also obtained using the
fluid model. Given that no Landau damping is present in
the fluid theory, this instability cannot come from the wave-
particle interaction, but must be a reactive instability. We
name this unstable branch the reactive EGAM from its
nature of instability. By solving the dispersion relationship
Eqs. (8) and (10), we obtain the growth rate for α ≪ 1,
given by

γ ≈
1

2
qω2

bðω2
GAM − ω2

bÞ−1=2
ffiffiffi
α

p
; ð11Þ

with no fast ion density threshold. Finally, we find that the
fluid theory is valid for the upper EGAM and the reactive
EGAM, which are on the real axis or the upper plane, while
the other damped EGAM is located on the lower plane and
is strongly modified by Landau damping, leading to the
deviation of its fluid solution from the kinetic theory.
For the regime ωb > ωGAM, the upper EGAM will

start at ωb instead of the thermal GAM frequency, as
shown in Fig. 2(a) with parameters Tf ¼ Ti, q ¼ 2, and
ωb ¼ 1.76ωGAM. The kinetic theory gives a finite Landau
damping rate, while in the fluid theory this mode is
predicted to be stable. One of the lower modes starts at
ωGAM, when nf ¼ 0. Unlike Fig. 1, the lower modes have
an instability threshold of α > 0.05. In Figs. 2(b) and 2(d),
the unstable reactive EGAM and a damped EGAM occur
between 0.05 < α < 0.25 when the two modes have the
same real frequency. This real frequency bifurcates at
α ¼ 0.25, with the modes becoming stable at the same
time. A parameter scan shows that the two bifurcation
points move closer to each other when ωb increases. For

ωb > 2ωGAM, the two bifurcation points merge and no
unstable mode is present for 0 < α < 0.4. Again, Fig. 2
shows a good match to the kinetic theory.
The origin of the instability can be studied by calculating

the wave energy of the two lower frequency modes. In
Fig. 2(b), when α > 0.25, the lower frequency mode is a
positive energy wave [dDðωÞ=dω > 0], while the other is a
negative energy wave [dDðωÞ=dω < 0]. The strong cou-
pling of these two modes is achieved when they possess the
same real frequency (0.05 < α < 0.25), where the reactive
EGAM occurs. The energy can transfer from the negative
energy wave to the positive energy wave, enabling the
growth of both modes meanwhile conserving the total
energy [23]. Therefore, this GAM instability shares great
similarities to the two-stream instabilities in a beam plasma
system [24,25], which can also be captured by a fluid
model.
We now study the relationship between the reactive

EGAMs and the inverse Landau damping driven EGAMs
(dissipative EGAMs). The unstable EGAM frequency and
growth rate versus the fast particle energy width Tf is
plotted in Fig. 3 for the bump-on-tail distribution. The
parameters are identical to Fig. 1. Figure 3 shows that the
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FIG. 1. Real frequency (a),(b) and growth rate (c),(d) versus fast
ion density for multifluid model with comparison to kinetic
theory, for q ¼ 4 and ωb ¼ 0.58ωGAM. Lines (symbols) represent
fluid (kinetic) results.
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unstable EGAMs are reactive for Tf=Ti < 1, where the
fluid theory is valid, and dissipative for large Tf, where the
kinetic effects are dominant and the fluid treatment breaks
down. A smooth transition is found in between these two
regimes by solving the kinetic dispersion relationship
[16,22]. The conditions required for finding a reactive
EGAM are given by

jω − ωbj >
1

qR

�
2Tf

mi

�
1=2

: ð12Þ

One can use Eq. (11) and jω − ωbj ≈ γ for an estimation if
ωGAM > ωb. Further study shows that the smooth transition
behavior is distribution shape independent.
Again, we have found great similarity between the

EGAMs and the two-stream instabilities. It is well known
that in a beam plasma system, for a single energy beam, the
purely reactive two-stream instability occurs. On the other
hand, if the bump slope is gentle, i.e., the beam is warm, the
dissipative bump-on-tail instability occurs. With a finite but
small beam energy width, the kinetic effects influence the
reactive instability by breaking the complex conjugacy of
the two fluid modes [26]. A change in the topology of the
dispersion relationship is found as the beam thermal spread
further increases, after which the dissipative drive becomes
dominant [27]. These statements are also applicable
to EGAMs.
Finally, we apply our results to the early turn-on of

EGAMs in DIII-D by considering a single energy single
pitch beam distribution function, before the slowing-down
or pitch angle scattering can happen. This distribution
function is given by

FðE;ΛÞ ¼ m2
i jv∥jnf
2πE

δðE − E0ÞδðΛ − Λ0Þ; ð13Þ

where E is the fast ion energy, Λ the pitch angle, and δðxÞ
the Dirac delta function. We note that, in reality, the ionized
beam will have a finite pitch angle spread and a first orbit
loss for counterinjection. Additional studies show that as
long as the width of the pitch angle distribution ΔΛ ≪ Λ
the pitch angle itself, our fluid theory will remain valid. The
inclusion of ΔΛ will not change the result significantly as
compared to the one assuming a single pitch angle. The
form of GðωÞ is identical to Eq. (10) except the numerators
now become a function of both E0 and Λ0. For the DIII-D
beam in Nazikian et al. [1], we have E0 ¼ 75 keV and
Λ0 ¼ 0.5. We also have ωb ¼ 0.88ωGAM obtained from
Te ¼ 1.2Ti ≈ 1.2 keV and q ¼ 4 at the radial localized
flux surface s ¼ 0.4. Similarly, we plot the real frequency
and growth rate of the reactive EGAM as a function of α in
Fig. 4 (the other two branches are damped and not
discussed here). The frequency of the reactive EGAM
stays reasonably close to the observed frequency (28 kHz)
for α > 3%. Also, no density threshold is present in the
fluid theory, although in reality the background damping

(such as collisional damping) may create a finite threshold.
But since the growth rate is large and is a steep function of
the fast ion density when the density is low (∼

ffiffiffi
α

p
), this

background damping can be overcome quickly as fast ion
density increases, consistent with the early turn-on of the
mode. Furthermore, the smooth transition between reactive
and dissipative EGAMs indicates the natural conversion
from the early turn-on reactive EGAMs to the dissipative
EGAMs, when the fast ions are slowed down in back-
ground plasma. Slowing-down of the fast ions due to the
nonlinear phase of the reactive EGAMs is also possible and
requires further investigation.
In summary, we have found a new unstable branch of

EGAMs in the presence of beam ions with a small width in
energy distribution, known as a reactive instability similar
to the two-stream instability. This mode can have a much
lower frequency than the thermal GAMs and γ=ω up to
30% with no turn-on threshold when background damping
is not considered. Our work shows that EGAM solutions
are not inherent to kinetic approaches and one should not
overlook the reactive contribution to the instabilities. A
smooth transition from reactive EGAMs to kinetic insta-
bilities happens after the beam ions are slowed down,
similar to the transition between the two-stream and bump-
on-tail instabilities. We have also demonstrated the con-
sistency of reactive EGAMs with the early turn-on of
EGAMs in DIII-D experiments, a scenario that cannot be
explained by the previous theories of inverse Landau
damping driven EGAMs. In addition, this work gives a
good example of how the fluid theory can aid the under-
standing of fast particle physics. Further discussion about
the radial mode structure will be presented in future
publications.
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